Medical Manufacturing
Our medical manufacturing company was introduced to More4Apps when
we started using AP Invoice Wizard several years ago. Up until then we
had been uploading invoices using DataLoad but it was an increasingly
demanding task. AP Invoice Wizard made things so much more efficient
that we were able to leverage a lot of the work out to our user community.
One thing we’ve noticed is we rarely get calls from them as they are able
to do it all themselves – this frees up a lot of our time and allows us to
focus on other things.
We went back to More4Apps and asked about some of their other Wizards and were
delighted to find out about ITEM, BOM, ROUTING, and ITEM COST WIZARDS, and now
we’ve started using them too.

Every business is different, and for us we
love that More4Apps has an out of the
box range of Wizards, and yet are happy
to accommodate our requirements for
customizations and enhancements.
For example we would like to categorize our resources, and update parts per hour
based on an operation sequence. These are examples of relatively small customization
requirements. A much bigger request was to have faster attachment loads, again
More4Apps delivered a solution. We are still exploring and testing ROUTING WIZARD and
ITEM COST WIZARD to see how they can meet our needs.
We’ve worked with the More4Apps developers from downloading the trial products,
determining exactly what we need, and getting a solution to suit our business.
The helpful support team from More4Apps has greatly assisted this process.
		Throughout the project to move our entire European, Middle Eastern & African regions of the 		
		business to Oracle R12, More4Apps has been, hands down, the most impressive and reliable piece
		of software I have come across, and has helped to get the project on track and firmly keep it there.

